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NUMERA BY NORTEK IS NOW AVAILABLE AT SES
St. Louis, MO – November 1, 2017 – SES, a leading distributor in the low voltage industry since 1982,
is excited to add the addition of Numera by Nortek to our line card.
Today’s personal emergency response solutions are largely reactive, home based, and lack solutions
to promote healthy living. Numera by Nortek believes that to live healthier longer, the solutions must
allow for proactive engagement and early intervention. Numera’s proactive wellness solutions integrate
health device measurements (including weight scales, blood pressure meters, pulse oximeters and
thermometers) with Numera Libris mPERS device and web-based Numera EverThere platform.
Numera solutions provide a more complete picture of overall health and wellness, enable prevention
activities to effectively manage chronic conditions and follow-up care, while also reducing the financial
burden on caregivers.
Numera has a deep expertise in developing platforms and applications for the consumption and
effective use of health and safety related information. They leverage the power of caregivers, friends
and peer groups, subjective and objective health information, and the ability to make this information
actionable via mobile, scalable, and branded solutions to allow people to live healthier longer.
Security Equipment Supply, Inc. (SES) has been a low-voltage distributor since 1982. SES started with
one branch in St. Louis, and now has grown into thirteen locations throughout the United States
including St. Louis, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, Memphis, Indianapolis, Wisconsin, Nashville,
Louisville, Omaha, Colorado Springs, Dallas and Austin. SES is committed to being a business partner
customers can count on. For more information about their locations, visit www.sesonline.com.
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